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The Port of London Authority (PLA) tries to define houseboat  

 

 

 

 

Like other non-commercial boats on the tidal Thames, residential boats do not need to be licensed 
or registered, which may help explain why the Port of London Authority (PLA) has had no need to 
define them to date. The PLA is hoping to amend their Act shortly, giving for the first time its own 
formal definition of a houseboat. Compared to the other changes being proposed in their Harbour 
Revision Order (HRO), this may seem trivial. The heading as used here is what is being proposed for 
‘houseboat’ in the PLA Act, where there was no such definition previously. The explanatory notes for 
why this change was being proposed says ‘This new definition has been added in order to help clarify 
the definition of vessel and the definitions of master and owner in relation to houseboats’. But is this 
definition necessary and is it right?  

There have been intermittent discussions in the pages of Soundings over what makes a houseboat, 
for example Ivor Caplan in January 2017 on ‘When is a Houseboat not a houseboat?’ Dissecting the 
terms proposed by the PLA, it seems we have to start with a vessel before we can get a houseboat. 
There are extensive arguments over what makes a vessel, for example see G M Gauci in Journal of 
Maritime Law & Commerce, Vol. 47, No. 4, October, 2016, 479-499 Is It a Vessel, a Ship or a Boat, Is 
It Just a Craft, Or Is It Merely a Contrivance? There is extensive case law too. Although the 
Environment Agency (Inland Waterways) Order 2010, defines vessels but not houseboats, there is a 
judgment that non-mobile pontoon-based ‘houseboats’ are not vessels [Environment Agency v Gibbs 
and Parker [2016] EWHC 843 (Admin)]: this exempts such houseboats from needing registration and 
the paying of fees on the non-tidal Thames. The PLA is proposing an amended version of its own 
definition of ‘vessel’ in the HRO, which is to include houseboats, making a somewhat circular 
argument, but still unclear whether houseboats on pontoons would be included. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The proposed exclusion from the houseboat definition of vessels registered under the Merchant 
Shipping Act 1995 is intriguing. Such registration may be carried forward by many ex-commercial 
boats and larger vessels, and is advocated as a good way of securing title to a vessel including for 
those used as a houseboat. Houseboats are exempted from controversial new plans to permit the 

Amended definition of vessel being proposed by the PLA 

"vessel" means every description of vessel however propelled (and 
whether or not it is capable of self propulsion) or moved whether or not 
used for navigation and includes any thing constructed or used to carry 
persons or goods by water or under water and a seaplane on or in the 
water, a hovercraft, a hydrofoil vessel, a houseboat, commercial and club 
boats and an amphibious vehicle 

‘“houseboat” means any vessel (other than a ship registered under the 
Merchant Shipping Act 1995 or any vessel usually used for navigation) 
which is used primarily as a place of habitation’ 
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inspection of boat interiors without warrant, permission or notice. But this ‘safeguard’ is only as 
good as the definition of houseboat. We do not know what other plans the PLA have to use the 
houseboat definition in new secondary legislation and regulations where this could make more 
sense. It would be good to know. 

Many houseboats/residential vessels on the Thames tideway are self-mobile, and indeed that has 
been encouraged by the PLA, informally at least. With an annual trip for a long holiday, and a couple 
of shorter weekends away from the home mooring, the movement pattern of many lived-on boats 
will be little different from those that are regarded as leisure vessels, most of which stay for almost 
all the year at their home mooring. How then can ‘usually used for navigation’ be helpful in 
separating off houseboats from others? Bona fide use for navigation has proved to be quite 
challenging for those on CRT waters [see R. on the application of Nick Brown v Canal River Trust 
[2012] EWHC 3133 (Admin)]. 

The clincher then must be ‘used primarily as a place of habitation’. Or should that be ‘used as the 
primary place of habitation’? Some vessels are used as ‘pied-à-terre’, for living on part of the week, 
with the formally-designated residence given elsewhere. Several lived-on boats in central London 
are not owner-occupied, but let out, increasingly now to include short-term Airbnb-type stays. Does 
that count? It could matter, since other proposed changes to the PLA Act mean whoever is on the 
houseboat at the time can be given the status of ‘master’ and ‘owner’. Further qualification here 
would be possible, for example the The Newport (Isle of Wight) Harbour Revision Order 1988 no. 
2304 has ‘Houseboat means any vessel or structure ……… which is used or capable of being used as a 
place of habitation (whether temporarily, intermittently or permanently)’ but then goes on to 
include other non-residential uses. It would help to understand better the real purpose for the PLA 
wanting to define houseboats.  

Whether or not a boat is regarded as the primary place of habitation interfaces with the planning 
rules and also payment of Council tax. So some may be wary of and yet others delighted to have 
their vessel called a houseboat by the PLA. At Cadogan Pier this could suit some people fine, since 
this mooring has no residential planning permission but there has been an abortive attempt to get 
this by established use. In general, though, it is the local authority rather than the waterways 
authority that should be approving a change of use to residential. None of this is helped by the term 
houseboat not being defined in the Town and Country Planning Act 1990. There is much potentially 
contradictory planning case law, where whether or not a craft is a houseboat is a question of fact 
and degree and the particulars of the case. For example, a decision by the planning inspector 
described in a recent Soundings concluded that in spite of superficial appearances, a self-mobile 
‘chalet on a pontoon’ was not a houseboat [AA/T0355/C/19/3224014], at least in relation to the 
specific local planning consent at a Green Belt site in Windsor.  

The definition being proposed by the PLA for houseboat is different yet again from that used by 
HMRC in VAT Notice 701/20 Caravans and Houseboats, which has ‘……a floating decked structure 
which • is designed or adapted for use solely as a place of permanent habitation • does not have the 
means of, and which is not capable of being readily adapted for, self-propulsion…..’. Many boats 
used residentially on the Thames are ex-working craft and rely on being qualifying vessels over 15 
tons for their exemption from VAT [notice 744c in 2.6]. The PLA has been confused and inconsistent 
on its application of VAT to their charges for moorings used residentially, and their proposed new 
definition of houseboat is unlikely to be of help to them in getting this right in future.  

There are yet further definitions of houseboat used by other navigation authorities that 
licence/register boats. The Canal & River Trust (CRT) bases its definition on Section 3(1) of the British 
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Waterways Act 1971. But they also tie this into planning permission: for its current licensing system, 
‘A Houseboat is defined as a boat whose predominant use is for a purpose other than navigation and 
which, if required for the purpose, has planning permission, for the site where it is moored. A 
Houseboat may be used for navigation from time to time provided it does not become its 
predominant use…...‘  The Environment Agency (EA) for its registration system has ‘‘Houseboat’ 
includes any pleasure boat which is not a launch [ie a mechanically propelled vessel] and which is 
decked or otherwise structurally covered in and which is or is capable of being used as a place of 
habitation (whether by day and night or the one or the other)….’ but then goes on to include other 
non-residential uses such as club premises or offices within the same definition. The PLA also has a 
similar but not identical wider description of houseboat for its regulations 49 (2012) ‘Discharge of 
sewage into the Thames’, adding to the definition for houseboat as in the title here ‘or as a place for 
accommodating or receiving persons for the purposes of shelter, recreation, entertainment or 
refreshment, or as club premises or offices, while it is moored’.  

The definitions of houseboats used by other authorities are inconsistent, with a variety of criteria 
based on design, predominant use, mobility, planning permission and various exclusions. The PLA 
appears to be proposing a definition of houseboat in its base Act which would be different yet again. 
It does not capture all the vessels which are used as permanent or temporary homes on the Thames 
Tideway, nor cover all those currently used on moorings under the PLA’s River Works Licences for 
residential use. It is unclear how it would be used subsequently by the PLA in regulations but there 
appears to be potential for anomalies with different types of floating residences: the PLA is noted to 
use a different definition in the one regulation (byelaw 49) they currently apply to houseboats. 
Unless the PLA can explain themselves better than the justification being put forward at present, this 
change appears neither necessary nor adequately worded. The suspicion is that this proposal is not 
fit for purpose, if only we could understand better what the real purpose might be.  

 

Proposals for the Harbour Revision Order (HRO) are available on websites of the PLA www.pla.co.uk 
Formal consultation, run by the Marine Management Organisation, runs until 12th October 2021. 
There are many changes being proposed that will affect residential boats, especially those with more 
informal mooring arrangements. Clive Wren will be leading the overall response for the RBOA.  

          Hilary Pereira 

Illustrate with: 

Pandora at Ducks Walk, a long-term residential site but without explicit residential planning 
permission. Non-mobile on a mooring covered by the River Works Licence for residential use. But 
based on a pontoon, so is it a vessel because if not, can it be a houseboat? 

Rock at Hermitage moorings – used as primary places of residence – River Works Licence for 
residential use and residential planning permission. But Rock is mobile and used for cruising and a 
registered ship. So not a houseboat 

Dubhe of Woolwich. Primary residence on a mooring with a river works licence for residential use. 
Fully mobile – so is this a houseboat, or only when at its home mooring? 

Enterprise. 3 double-bedroom non-mobile boat at Cadogan Pier advertised for sale as a houseboat, 
but with no residential planning permission. So would the PLA call this a houseboat? 
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Pandora at Ducks Walk, a long-term residential site but without explicit residential planning 
permission. Non-mobile on a mooring covered by the River Works Licence for residential use. But 
based on a pontoon, so is it a vessel because if not, can it be a houseboat? 
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Rock at Hermitage moorings – used as primary places of residence – River Works Licence for 
residential use and residential planning permission. But Rock is mobile and used for cruising and a 
registered ship. So not a houseboat 
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Dubhe of Woolwich. Primary residence on a mooring with a river works licence for residential use. 
Fully mobile – so is this a houseboat, or only when at its home mooring? 

Photo courtesy of Richard Hayward 
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Enterprise. 3 double-bedroom non-mobile boat at Cadogan Pier advertised for sale as a houseboat, 
but with no residential planning permission. So would the PLA call this a houseboat? 


